Conference of Consulting Actuaries
2020 Calendar Year
One Year License for Company Intranet Use of Meeting Materials
Company Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Option A:

1 – 4 actuaries: $30.00.

Option B:

5 – 10 actuaries: $170 per actuary/per year

Option C:

11 or more actuaries: $3,300 per company/per year

Option D:

Groups where employment is predominantly non-actuarial: $5,500 per company/per year

This license covers the internal use on the licensee’s “intranet” only. This does not give permission for multiple copies to be printed,
published or distributed. Printing, publishing, and distributing beyond license agreement on the company intranet may only be done
through the Conference of Consulting Actuaries (CCA).
I attest that my company falls under option (circle one):

A

B

C

D

I understand this license allows for CCA and EA Meeting recordings, transcripts, meeting materials and webinars as referenced below
to be placed on our company “intranet” for use by our company’s actuaries at various company locations and that this license is based
upon the number of actuaries in the firm, or if the firm is predominantly non-actuarial, per the option selected above. I understand that
this license is for one calendar year and that I must sign a license agreement and provide payment for use annually. All license
pricing excludes purchase price of the item and is for the license only.
This material and opinions stated (on all material) are not the views or opinions of the CCA or any of their joint or co-sponsors, legal
views of any companies the speakers/writers may work for but are views of a presenter and are not meant to represent actuarial
opinion or legal accountability.
Permission is for one year, starting January 1 and ending December 31 of each year, and renewed annually.
Signature:

Date:___________________________________

Title:
NOTE: contract includes access to these previously purchased materials:
CCA Annual Meeting – Transcripts 1998 – 2004; CCA Annual Meeting – Meeting Materials 1998 – 2020*; CCA Annual Meeting –
Recordings 2003 – 2005; EA Meeting – Transcripts 1998 – 2006; EA Meeting – Meeting Materials 1998 – 2020*; EA Meeting –
Recordings 2003 – 2015; Super Gray Book with index - 1990 – 2015; Blue Book - 1998 – 2020**; Green Book - 2007 – 2013**;
CCA Healthcare Meeting 2014 – 2020*; Webinar Handouts 2005 – 2020*.
*As materials become available.

** Books are not produced annually for Blue and Green Books.

This license assumes that individual companies have previously purchased these materials. Companies wishing to purchase any of
the above-mentioned materials may purchase them directly from the CCA at https://www.ccactuaries.org/go/meetingmaterials.
Antitrust Policy
Professional societies, including the Conference of Consulting Actuaries (CCA), are subject to federal and state antitrust laws, and
must constantly monitor their activities to ensure continued compliance with all antitrust regulations. This policy is published to
(1) inform the membership of the purpose of antitrust laws, (2) provide guidance to compliance at all meetings of the CCA, and
(3) emphasize the intent of the CCA, through its Board of Directors, to adhere to the law.
Purpose of Antitrust Laws
The antitrust laws prohibit any concerted activity or combination of competitors from interfering with free competition. In other words,
the primary thrust of the law is to control private economic power by protecting competition. Persons and organizations are prohibited
from engaging in any action which unreasonably restrains commerce or trade (i.e., petition). Per se violations (practices presumed to
be inherently wrong regardless of the motivating factors) include: agreements to fix or stabilize prices, to divide markets, to allocate
production, or to impose boycotts. In essence, this means any concerted action that significantly diminishes rivalry among competing
firms.
Compliance by the CCA
In order to assure adherence with antitrust laws at CCA meetings and seminars, speakers are reminded, both verbally and in writing,
of this obligation.

